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The portrait concert of Malaysian composer Kee Yong CHONG on 16. December 20:00 at the
Herrenhaus Edenkoben. Tel. 06323/23 22, www.herrenhaus-edenkoben.de
Written by journalist Miss Nike Luber

His friend, the tree, is dead
It is always interesting to observe the encounter of different cultures, as it is he case when meeting the
Malaysian composer Kee Yong Chong. Initially he focussed exclusively on Western Music. He started
playing classical guitar and to listen to music of various styles at the age of 15. He then decided to
really learn about music and studied musicology and composition at the Malaysia Institute in Kuala
Lumpur. It rather quickly became clear to him that at home it would be difficult to pursue a professional
career as a composer, as the state supported only the production of popular music. So Chong moved
to the Xi’an Conservatory in China. There he met well trained young musicians who where able to play
his works. Music does not come to existence on paper…
His professors advised him to finalize his education at the Royal Conservatory in Brussels. That was
an excellent recommendation, as Kee Yong Chong arrived at a very inspiring environment, consisting
of excellent musicians who were excited about contemporary music. During this period he composed
in a speed and a lightness that he now compares with writing letters.
Chong has earned a number of prizes in Europe and obtained commands from numerous ensembles
and festivals. In fact, the renowned Ensemble Modern has commanded a piece for ensemble that will
receive its world premiere on the 18th and 19th February 2007 in Frankfurt. Because of his success he
decided not to rely on the financial security from teaching, but to concentrate exclusively on
composing.
Kee Yong Chong very much enjoys living in the Herrenhaus. He particularly likes the nature around
Edenkoben and the quietness in which he can work here. He already composed three pieces in the
Herrenhaus, his third string quartet with the title “Inner Mirror”; “Hidden Eternity”, a piece for piano à
four and ensemble dedicated to the late György Ligeti; and, as a command from the Academy of Fine
Arts Berlin, “Endless Whispering” for the Chinese organ Sheng, flute, clarinet, oboe, tuba and live
electronics.

Notice the poetic titles of his works. This is not an accident. Kee Yong Chong loves poetry, especially
that from the Tang period. This epoch is considered the cultural highlight of the antique China. There
still exist about 50.000 poems written by 2.000 poets. However, Chong does not only get excited
about poetic words. The poets of the Tang epoch also worked as musicians and artists. In fact,
Richard Wagner’s idea of “Gesamtkunstwerk” was embodied in the poets of the Tang epoch, in the 7th
and 8th century. The music of this time was highly developed and was performed in skilful
interpretations. Chong gets excited about the fact that a tone is not just stricken, but filled with
expression. He seeks to materialize this expressivity in his compositions. The composition of a piece
starts with an intuition, he explains, followed by reflections about its architecture and form.
For the concert in the Herrenhaus at December 16th, Chong has invited an ensemble from Brussels
with which he has cooperated since his time over there. Het Collectief Ensemble has performed many
of his pieces, and knows how they should sound. Chong likes to cooperate intensely for a long time
with the same musicians because he then can give them the freedom to contribute to the piece ad
libitum. That intensifies the liveliness of the music, Chong emphasizes. And since he considers very
tiring festivals that exclusively concentrate on contemporary music, he combines in his concert in the
Herrenhaus his own works with three romances for piano op 94 by Robert Schumann – also a poet
amongst the composers – and a piece by Péter Eötvös whom Chong regards very highly. From his
own oeuvre, “For Another Better World” for violin solo; the piece for flute solo “The Lost Palm of
Abyss” composed 2003 and dedicated to the victims of the September 11 attack; “Temple Bell Still
Ringing in My Heart” for Cello solo (world premiere) and “Mourning the Murder of an Old Banyan Tree”
for flute, clarinet, violin, cello and piano will be performed.
In the latter piece Chong has translated into sound a poem about the extermination of a Banyan tree
by a rampantly spreading city. He is very much dedicated to this theme as his parent’s home was
located in nature during his childhood, and is now squeezed in a suburban development. For Chong,
the Banyan tree, a tree under which Buddha underwent his meditations, symbolizes mankind’s
consciousness. When a Banyan tree is eradicated, mankind disentangles itself from its own roots,
says the composer, and regards with sorrow how uninhibited economic growth destroys Malaysia’s
nature.

